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Converting DWG and/or DXF files version 12 to 2010 on DWG and/or DXF files version 12 to 2010. So you can easily convert a 2007 DWG file to a DWG 12 file or a DXF 2000 file. Easy to use: Customizable interface that is familiar to CAD users. Economic and complete: iCADMac costs only a fraction of the cost of competitors, but offers
similar functions. Native DWG format: Fully compatible with AutoCADfiles®, no conversion required. 30 days free full trial: Test iCADMac and see compare before buying. FREE updates: All updates are free for one year using the purchased version. Years of previous experience in delivering the progeCAD software brand to over 250,000
customers worldwide. For more information... Convert Vector PDF to editable DWG and DXF for enhanced MacOS smart object recognition quality conversion; Convert pdf vector to editable DWG and DXF file; Keeping the accuracy of true type lines, arcs, and texts; Accept the entry of the PDF with one page and multiple pages; Supports
certain conversion pages. Download Free Trial Buy Now Using Smart Object Recognition technology, arc in PDF retains accuracy and clarity. See below for images comparing our AutoDWG with a top competitor. Note lines: It's a basic function, but others can't always keep the location, shape, and thickness correct, we've had these
issues. Keep texts: Do you want to search for and change text? It also works! You can scratch those selectable texts in the original PDF file, and the text will be recreated in the DWG/DXF file. Keep solid: Need to convert solids and hatches from PDF to DWG, or just to maintain the border lines of these entities? AutoDWG PDF to DWG
Converter is the choice! Press release: PDF2DWG For MAC was recently released. Discussions: 1. What is Vector PDF? &gt;&gt; Vector PDF uses math to draw shapes using dots, lines, and curves. Typically, the electrically created pdf, originating from the CAD program, or published/converted from CAD drawing files. Page 2 Open the
Mac App Store to buy and download apps. DWG Tools is a set of tools that integrate stresses the common functions of CAD. For example, view and print CAD files (without .dxf and .dwg files in 300K), import other vector graphics, convert CAD files into other formats, be PDF (without .dxf and .dwg files in 100K), DWF, image, etc.
Languages: Latin, Arabic, Cyrillic, Greek, Turkish, Hebrew, Baltic, Vietnamese, Thai, Japanese, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Korean. Main features:÷View and Print1. Double-click to open the local CAD file.2. Drag to change the position of the view.3. Increase view: Zoom in and out by zoom button. Roll your mouse to zoom in
and out of view. Zoom Extents: Increase the view to the maximum. Zoom Window: Increase the selected view to the window.4. Rotate the view: Rotate the view 90 degrees counterclockwise, rotate the view 180 degrees counterclockwise, rotate the view 90 degrees counterclockwise.5. Free Dynamic Observation: Layout objects from
different perspectives.6. Switch the background color of the view.7. 3D view: Top of face, bottom face, left face, right face, front face, back face. Face SW, Face SE, Face NW, Face NE.8. Import graphics files into other formats, such as .dwf, .dgn, .dae, .pdf, .svg, .wmf, .emf, etc.9. Select how to print and parameters for different user
needs. Print the current view. Print the selected view through the Zoom Window. Print the entire view through Zoom Extents. Change the type and size of the paper, similar to AutoCAD printing. Export CAD to PDF. Convert CAD (including.dwg and.dxf, the following is the same as here.) to PDF, and the user can adjust the effect of
conversion as needed. For example, transform the specified layout, set the page size, convert the specified area, and adjust the line weight.2. Export CAD a Picture. Convert CAD to Picture, and the user can set the commonly used image parameters. For example, select the image format, such as jpeg, png, and bmp, Set the background
color of the image, and set the image size.3. Export CAD a DWF. Convert CAD to a specified version of DWF. For example, XPS, B6, A6, C5.5, B5.5, A5.5, C4, B4, A4.4. Export CAD a SVG. Import:5. Import DWF to CAD.6. Import DGN to CAD.7. Import DAE to CAD. Convert other format files to a specific version of CAD.8. Version
converter. Convert the version of the CAD file (including.dwg and.dxf). Font instructions: By default, DWG Tools selects a specific alternative font for different languages. Users can customize the alternate font in Font Settings or turn off the Default Font Use function and manually select the alternate font for the missing font. Note: If the text
is mixed, you can set the default alternate font in Font Settings and you need to choose the language for the CAD files. DWG Tools selects the language font specified in Font Settings according to the CodePage of the CAD file. If you need to reset the alternate font of the open file, you must restart DWG Tools.We regularly update the
product, if you have any questions or suggestions, please send a message to mailbox(moonlight_beauty@yeah.net) or leave a message on our website. If you are enjoying the app, please consider leaving a review or evaluation. Version 4.7- Interface optimization. Version 4.50 Resolves the compatibility issue of macOS Catalina.- Fixed
bug for version 4.4: when viewing files on macOS Catalina (Retina screen), only 1/4 of the window is visible. Version 4.2, Add a selection of 3D Viewer viewing styles. that some drawings can't read. Version 4.1- Support for displaying external references. ● Solve the problem of disabling line weight when exporting the PDF. ● Solve Solve
that the drawing is incomplete when exporting DWF. ● Solve the problem that the drawing is incomplete when exporting SVG. ● Solve the problem that some files cannot be read. ● Solve the problem that version 4.0 cannot view the drawing when the system version is less than 10.10.5.Version 3.8 ● Support for viewing the latest version
of DWG files (2018). ● Support for converting the latest CAD file version (2018), including Version Converter, DWF to CAD, DGN to CAD, DAE to CAD, etc. Note: If you can't open the DWG file, please update to the latest version(3.8) Version 3.7 ● Error fixes: Some files get stuck when you switch forms and views. ● Error fixes: Some files
are blocked because of unsupported fonts. Version 3.6 ● Change the application name to DWG Tools. ● Chinese localization support. ● Improve the display of Chinese drawings, including incomplete display of Chinese characters when viewing and converting Chinese drawings. ● Error fixes: APP comes out abnormally when manually
replacing missing fonts. ● Error fixes: Preview the incorrect print when you switch the layout. Version 3.5 ● Viewer: Solve the problem of deformed characters caused by font, mainly Chinese, Japanese and other non-English characters. ● Converter: Solve the warped character problem when converting CAD to PDF, SVG, Image and
DWF, mainly Chinese, Japanese and other non-English characters. ● The user customizes the default alternate font for the missing font and can close the manual font replacement function. ● Adjust the default font file for CAD Tools. This version solves the problem of warped text (Latin, Arabic, Cyrillic, Greek, Turkish, Hebrew, Baltic,
Vietnamese, Thai, Japanese, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Korean, etc.). If there is a problem, update to this version. Was able to open my files, so I bought the Export to SVG feature for $5 (which, by the way, does not allow you to open files larger than 100k ... But when I hit convert button nothing happnes. Also, when I hit the
Support button... Help is not available for CADToolsI'll be seaking a refund. Hello, sorry for this problem, you can leave a message on our website or send an email to our email address. Can you send the .dwg file to our email address(moonlight_beauty@yeah.net)? This will help us solve this problem. Thank you so much for your
feedback. last, awesome, viewing dwg and converting to pdf are all perfect, however, the prompt window for purchase does not show all the prompt text, my system is 10.9, it doesn't matter, the viewing and conversion are good, and easy to use I paid for the 2D feature and tells me it's not but my credit card was charged. I need an email
or phone number to communicate with someone because the website will not send you off my message Hello, if the purchase is successful, please restore your purchase, the purchase information will be saved in your APPLE ID account, if you still have questions, please contact us by email ( moonlight_beauty@yeah.net ) Developer
Developer App Support Privacy Policy
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